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Dear Mr Hawkins, 

Stage 2 of Albion Park Rail Bypass (SSI 6878) - Heritage Management Sub-plan 

I refer to your letter of 5 November 2018, seeking the Secretary's approval of the Heritage 
Management Sub-plan (HMP), Revision 7, which forms Appendix 85 of the Construction 
Environmental Management Plan. You submitted the HMP in accordance with conditions of 
approval C3 to C6 for Stage 2 of the Albion Park Rail Bypass (SSI 6878) as defined by the 
Albion Park Rail bypass Staging Report (March 2018) submitted in accordance with conditions 
A12 and A13. 

I note that you consulted with the Office of Environment and Heritage, Shellharbour City 
Council, Wollongong City Council, and Registered Aboriginal Parties (RAPs), during the 
preparation of the HMP. Further RMS has reviewed the document and the independent 
Environmental Representative has endorsed the HMP on 2 November 2018. 

I note from correspondence that the Office of Environment and Heritage requested RAPs be 
present while topsoil is removed from the Macquarie Rivulet area in the event burial sites are 
discovered. While the HMP currently does not fulfil the request, it includes evidence of past 
consultation with RAPs regarding construction activities in this area and a commitment that 
the salvage methodology is flexible. 

The Department has carefully reviewed the HMP and the supporting information and considers 
that it satisfies the relevant conditions, subject to some outstanding matters being addressed. 
I therefore approve the HMP (Rev. 7), for Stage 2 of the project, subject to: 

• RMS consulting with RAPs again in advance of excavation activities commencing in 
the Macquarie Rivulet area; 

• RMS submitting a revised version of the HMP which includes Table 6-1 'Aboriginal and 
Non-Aboriginal mitigation measures' with the 'timing' column, removed; and 

• RMS submitting a revised version of the HMP which has removed all mitigation 
measures in Table 6-1 identified as 'not used'. 

Please ensure you make the above changes then make the HMP publicly available on the 
project website. 

If you have any queries regarding this matter, please contact Tertius Greyling, Senior Planning 
Officer on 02 9274 6402 or tertius.greyling@planning.nsw.gov.au. 

Yours sincerely 

Carl Dumpleton 
A/Director 
Infrastructure Management 
As Planning Secretary's delegate 


